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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

In  this  paper  we  develop  a problem  with  potential  applications  in  humanitarian  relief  transportation  and
telecommunication  networks.  Given  a set of  vertices  including  the  depot,  facility  and  customer  vertices,
the  goal  is to construct  a minimum  length  cycle  over  a  subset  of facilities  while  covering  a  given number
of  customers.  Essentially,  a customer  is  covered  when  it is located  within  a pre-specified  distance  of
a  visited  facility  on  the  tour.  We  propose  two  node-based  and  flow-based  mathematical  models  and
two  metaheuristic  algorithms  including  memetic  algorithm  and  a  variable  neighborhood  search  for  the
problem.  Computational  tests  on  a set  of  randomly  generated  instances  and  on set of  benchmark  data
indicate  the  effectiveness  of the  proposed  algorithms.

©  2014  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.

1. Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the most studied
problems in the field of combinatorial optimization. Given a graph
G = (N, E), the TSP is to find a minimum length Hamiltonian cycle of
the vertices in N in which each vertex has to be visited exactly once
[13].

The quota traveling salesman problem (QTSP) is a generalization
of the TSP in which the salesman has to visit a given quota of vertices
while minimizing the total travel cost [4,10]. In this problem, each
vertex has a pre-determined amount of prize that could be collected
by the salesperson by being visited on the tour. The k-TSP is a special
case of the QTSP in which each vertex has one unit of prize and the
goal is to visit k vertices, in order to collect k units of prize [15,30].

Introduced by Balas in 1989 [5], in the prize collecting traveling
salesman problem (PCTSP) it is given a set of vertices in which each
vertex has a pre-determined amount of prize. The goal of the PCTSP
is to collect a certain amount of prize, while minimizing the routing
and penalty costs. Essentially, the routing cost is the total distance
traveled by the salesman and the penalty cost is the cost occurred
by not visiting a vertex on the tour [5,9].

Many variations of the standard TSP are introduced in
the literature including the online TSP [38], the TSP with
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pickup-and-delivery [42], clustered TSP [6], generalized TSP
[27,29], multi-depot multiple TSP [17] and etc. To the complete
survey on the TSP and its variants, we  refer the interested readers
to the book by Gutin and Punnen [19].

There is a vast body of literature dedicated to covering problems.
The purpose of such problems is to satisfy the customers’ demand
in two  different ways. Essentially, different customers’ demand can
be provided at the same location at which they are located or it can
be delivered at a destination within a pre-specified distance of the
customer locations [41].

Several variations of the TSP with potential applications in route
designing of the healthcare teams in developing countries [16], and
applications from design of the distributed networks [21] have been
introduced. In these two  problems and some others which are pro-
posed in the literature, there is no need to visit all the customers
on the tour structure and the objectives can be satisfied by visiting
a limited number of customers. As an example we can refer to the
case of emergency management in which it is not possible for the
medical team to visit all the customers on the tour. In such situa-
tion, a subset of customers can be visited on the tour and the rest
of them are covered, i.e., located within a pre-specified distance of
at least on visited customer.

The covering salesman problem (CSP) is a generalization of the
TSP in which we have to satisfy all the customers’ demand by visit-
ing or covering them [11]. Essentially, for each customer, say i, it is
given a covering radius di, within that all the located customers will
be covered. The goal of the CSP is to construct a minimum length
tour over a subset of the given customers such that each customer,
not visited on the tour, is within the covering distance of at least one
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example of the problem.

visited customer [11]. Many papers have discussed on the applica-
tion of this problem and some of its generalization in the fields of
emergency management and disaster planning [1,34,35,37].

What happens in reality when satisfying a given set of cus-
tomers’ demand, is somehow different from the assumptions made
in many problems, introduced in the literature. As an example,
usually the distribution centers cannot be constructed at the same
location at which the customer zones are located. Essentially, there
can be a situation in which it is not possible for the health care team
to assess the customer zone by vehicles. So, they need to locate the
facilities in a location different from the customer zone. Moreover,
in the QTSP case the customers can travel to a facility location to
receive their demands.

Taking into account the above assumptions, in this paper we
propose a generalization of the TSP with applications in humani-
tarian relief transportation. Suppose we are given a set of vertices
including a central depot, facility and customer vertices. Each cus-
tomer i has one unit of demand (prize) that will be satisfied when
it is located within a certain coverage radius of at least one facility j
visited by the tour. Essentially, each facility j has a coverage radius
dj within that all the available customers are covered. The goal of
the problem is to construct a minimum length Hamiltonian cycle
over a subset of facilities, while collecting the specified amount of
prize P.

The introduced problem is a generalization of the CSP, TSP, k-
TSP and the QTSP and all applications already introduced for these
problems could be easily extended to the new developed problem.
Letting P = 21, Fig. 1 represents an example in which 4 facilities have
been visited by the tour and 21 customer vertices are covered by
the visited facilities.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops a formal
description of the problem. The details of the proposed solution
methods are provided in Section 3. Extensive computational tests
for the studied problem and one of its variants (CSP) are reported
in Section 4, followed by conclusion and future directions given in
Section 5.

2. Problem modeling

The problem is defined on a directed graph G = (V, A), where
V = {0} ∪ W ∪ T contains three sets of vertices including the depot,
{0}, the set of customers, W,  and the set of facilities, T. Moreover,
the set of arcs is given by A = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ T ∪ {0}}. To each (i, j) ∈ A is
associated a travel cost represented by tij and each customer i has a
prize, pi, that will be covered by the tour when it is located within
the predefined coverage distance of at least one routed facility. We

denote by Ti those facilities that are able to cover customer i. The
goal of the problem is to collect a pre-determined amount of prize,
P, while minimizing the total traveled length.

The decision variables to model the problem are defined as fol-
lows:

xij =
{

1 if arc (i, j) is visited by the tour,

0 otherwise.
∀(i, j) ∈ A (1)

zij =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if the demand of customer i is
allocated to the facility j,

0 otherwise.

∀i ∈ W,  j ∈ T (2)

Finally, for each i ∈ T, ui is a continuous variable representing the
tour load before visiting vertex i.

In what follows, we extend two mathematical models for the
studied problem. Based on the formulations developed for the TSP
and its variants, we  divide the models into two groups namely,
node-based and flow-based formulations.

2.1. Node-based formulation

In this section, we  develop a node-based formulation for the
studied problem. This kind of formulation, applies the well known
Miller–Tucker–Zemlin subtour elimination constraints proposed
for the TSP [14,25,31].

min
∑

(i,j)∈A

tijxij (3)

subject to:∑
i∈W

∑
j∈Ti

pizij≥P (4)

∑
j∈Ti

zij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ W,  (5)

∑
j∈T∪{0}

x0j = 1 (6)

∑
j∈T∪{0}

xij =
∑

j∈T∪{0}
xji ∀i ∈ T ∪ {0}, (7)

zij ≤
∑

k∈T∪{0}
xkj +

∑
k∈T∪{0}

xjk ∀i ∈ W,  j ∈ Ti, (8)

ui − uj + (|T | + 1)Xij ≤ |T | ∀i, j ∈ T, (9)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ T ∪ {0}, (10)

zij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W,  j ∈ Ti, (11)

uj≥0 ∀j ∈ T ∪ {0}. (12)

The objective function (3) is to minimize the total traveling cost.
Constraint (4) assures the total collected prize, by the eligible facil-
ities, to be greater than or equal to the pre-specified value P. For
each i ∈ W,  constraint (5) assures customer i to be allocated to at
most one facility j ∈ Ti. Constraint (6) makes sure that the tour to be
started from the depot, followed by the in-degree and out-degree
constraints (for each i ∈ T ∪ {0}) represented by constraints set (7).
For each customer i and facility j ∈ Ti, constraint (8) shows that, i
could be allocated to j only if j is visited by the tour. Constraint set
(9) models the sub-tour elimination constraints. Finally, constraints
(10)–(12) define the model variables.
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